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Fine Again Live Acoustic
Seether

i will not take no credit for this tab. i simply watched the video of
the unplugged session. i just figured since i have a really hard time
finding how songs are played the right way that i would share it with the
rest of the users.

the frist thing you will notice is that the chords are close together
this isnt a mistake he just switches chords fast during the song when
he drags out some of the lyrics. so just listen to the song and the timing
will come. just remember to strum the D before line changes cus it segments the
lyrics. 
me on this.

tuning half step down

chords
F-133211
F#-244322
Em-022000
A-x02210
D-xx0232

intro
                   v ^ v ^ v
-------------------2-2-2-2-2----|
-------------------3-3-3-3-3----|
--------------1-0--2-2-2-2-2----| x2
---4----7----2--0--0-0-0-0-0----|
--4-4--7-7--2---0---------------|
-2---/5-------------------------|

F              A               Em
It seems like every day s the same
        D        F    A         Em    D
And I m left to discover on my own
F              A             Em
It seems like everything is grey
     D           F        A    Em    D
And there s no colour to behold
       
F         A    Em      D   F     A     Em    D 
They say it s over and I m fine again yeah

F       A    Em      D           F    A    Em   D
Try to stay sober, feels like I m dying here.

F#    D    F#



And I am aware now
A                             F#
Of how everything s gonna be fine
D        F#        A        F#
One day, too late, I m in Hell
  D           F#
I am prepared now
A                          F#
Seems everyone s gonna be fine
D        F#            A
One day, too late, just as well.

play intro riff for frist sentence in the lyrics then go back to the normal
struming pattern im not gonna tab it all out you should be able to get it.

I feel the dream in me expire
And there s no one left to blame it on
I hear you label me a liar
 Cause I can t seem to get this through
You say it s over, I can sigh again
Yeah
Why try to stay sober when I m dying here?

And I am aware now
Of how everything s gonna be fine
One day, too late, I m in Hell
I am prepared now
Seems everyone s gonna be fine
One day, too late, just as well.

bridge part

-----0--222-------------------0--222--22222222-]
-----3--333-------------------3--333--22222222-]
---2----222----4-----4------2----222--33333333-]x2 i think just listen
-0-0----000---4-4---4-4--0--0----000--44444444-]
-------------2-----2------------------44444444-]
--------------------------------------22222222-]

And I m not scared now
I must assure you
(You re never gonna get away)
And I m not scared now
And I m not scared now.
Noâ€¦

I am aware now
Of how everything s gonna be fine
One day, too late, I m in Hell
I am prepared now
Seems everyone s gonna be fine
One day, too late, just as well.



I am prepared now
Seems everything s gonna be fine
For me, for me, for myself
For me, for me, for myself
For me, for me, for myself
I am prepared now for myself
I am prepared now
And I am fine...
Again.

thats all you need to play the song alone. sorry i dont know the solos or the
leads. enjoy


